Position Available: **Maintenance Mechanic (#13587809)**

**Essential Functions:**
- Take care of all types of machinery in the facility

**Welder (#13587808)**

**Essential Functions:**
- Weld converters to target and quality specifications
- Understands the set-up of each unit
- Clock in and out of jobs as necessary
- Safely operate machinery

**Material Handler(#13587795)**

**Essential Functions:**
- Performs the safe and correct movement of all materials needed
- Responsible for accurate inventory control
- Ensure that the material moving equipment are in good working order
- Ensures that materials and machines moved are neat and tidy

**General Set-Up Operator (#13587798)**

**Essential Functions:**
- Keep area, machines, tools and equipment clean, organized and clear of debris
- Must use correct PPE and dress safely for the job
- Ensures that tooling and equipment is in good operating and safe working order
- Meet or exceed set production targets where applicable